In homogeneous arrays of coupled waveguides, Floquet-Bloch waves are known to travel freely across the waveguides. We introduce a systematic discussion of the built-in patterning of the coupling constant between neighboring waveguides. Key patterns provide functions such as redirecting, guiding, and focusing these waves, up to nonlinear all-optical routing. This opens the way to light control in a functionalized discrete space, i.e., discrete photonics. Up to now, patterning proposals have been mostly addenda to nonlinear schemes, aiming at localizing discrete solitons by defects, edges, or gradients [7, 8] . In the linear regime, localization by defects [9] or interfaces ([10] and references therein) has also been demonstrated, and discrete negative refraction [11] or imaging [12] has been obtained using specific transverse interfaces. The closest approach to our patterning concept is a theoretical analysis of layered laser arrays [13] . This seminal work has found no sequel, except for an experimental confirmation of refraction at longitudinal interfaces [14] and our own study of channels [15] . We introduce here a systematic discussion of this concept and its applications by assessing generic patterns using the methods of optics or electronics in structured media. We present patterns that realize in the guided state all the functions of photonics plus original ones, thus inscribing guided discrete photonics as an extension of discrete diffraction.
In arrays of weakly coupled optical waveguides, light travels mostly in the waveguides. However, owing to the discrete diffraction [1] created by the coupling, it can spread slowly and move freely across the whole array as Floquet-Bloch (FB) waves. This acquired freedom of guided light has suggested purely optical light manipulation schemes: moulding light flow [2] , self-focusing [3] , soliton generation (see [4] ), or beam routing [5, 6] . Oddly enough, emphasis has not been put on the path that has proved successful in optics and electronics: the built-in patterning of a governing parameter such as the optical index and the bandgap. From these analogies (hereafter marked by "Ϸ"), patterning of arrays should open many new prospects in optical signal processing.
Up to now, patterning proposals have been mostly addenda to nonlinear schemes, aiming at localizing discrete solitons by defects, edges, or gradients [7, 8] . In the linear regime, localization by defects [9] or interfaces ( [10] and references therein) has also been demonstrated, and discrete negative refraction [11] or imaging [12] has been obtained using specific transverse interfaces. The closest approach to our patterning concept is a theoretical analysis of layered laser arrays [13] . This seminal work has found no sequel, except for an experimental confirmation of refraction at longitudinal interfaces [14] and our own study of channels [15] . We introduce here a systematic discussion of this concept and its applications by assessing generic patterns using the methods of optics or electronics in structured media. We present patterns that realize in the guided state all the functions of photonics plus original ones, thus inscribing guided discrete photonics as an extension of discrete diffraction.
Waveguide arrays are mostly viewed as periodic structures described by the FB formalism [16] . Individual waveguides have discrete propagation constants. Upon coupling, those turn into continuous bands, in which FB waves propagate freely. Most experimental situations involve injection in the highest band. Mode coupling to high-order bands upon propagation across patterns is expected to be weak and leaky with waveguides strongly monomode in both transverse directions, such as the widely used shallow-ridge waveguides. Such systems have nearperfect geometry and also strongly polarized modes. Hence form birefringence and polarization mode mixing are of no consequence, provided that injected light is polarized along a main axis. We then adopt the customary coupled-mode equations for a single band and a given polarization. The modal amplitudes a m at each waveguide are governed by the propagation coefficients ␤ m and the coupling constants C mn between neighbors. Patterning can then involve either coefficient with different impacts. Both have been considered, with a strong predominance of ␤.
Here we address only the patterning of C, which offers a more straightforward design (high C Ϸ high optical index). We also consider simple patterns, set on a 1D lattice of identical, straight, parallel, and monomode waveguides, weakly coupled ͑C Ӷ ␤͒ to their nearest neighbor. The difference with usual equations in nonpatterned arrays, i.e., the dependence of c on x and z, is the basis of discrete photonics.
Our proposed discrete refractive optics should deal with transmission of rays across patterns. In free spaces (large homogeneous regionsϷ bulks), FB waves e ik z z+ik x x obey the diffraction relation k z ͑k x ͒ =2c cos k x , which governs the direction of wave packets and the divergence of tight beams [1] . Rays are quasi-planar-wave beams, wide enough to limit divergence and hence maintain a well-defined k. We assess a C-pattern by injecting a ray coming from an outer free space with k imposed by an initial phase gradient [1] . The evolutions of the direction and amplitude of the rays upon transfer across the C-pattern are governed by the local k z ͑k x ͒ relations ͓Ϸ͑k͔͒ and by the variation of the transmission ratio with input wavevector T͑k͒ ͓ϷT͔͑͒.
For straight interfaces between semi-infinite regions, ray directions are governed by conservation rules. For the longitudinal boundary [13, 14] between regions with coupling c in and c out , invariance along Z lays down the conservation of k z ͑⌬k z =0͒. Consequences are quite similar to the optics case: refraction, specular reflection, critical angle, etc. For an oblique boundary q x x + q z z = 1, we extend the rule to ͕⌬k x , ⌬k z ͖ ʈ ͕q x , q z ͖ (ϷSnell-Descartes law). This rule, checked by simulations, has a graphic solution in the ͑k x , k z ͒ plane [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Reflection is no longer specular nor always possible, and several refracted rays can appear. The law that governs the amplitudes (ϷFresnel formula) stems from a combination of k and energy density conservations. The fraction of transmitted amplitude t is given by
C-patterns involving only large regions-larger than the evanescent wave extension L Ӎ 1 / arg cosh͑c in / c out ͒-separated by straight interfaces are treated by usual means such as transfer matrices or multiple-beam interference schemes.
Using curved interfaces, much more complex C-patterns are designed, and we introduce just the most conspicuous ones. The general curved interface has no simple solution, as in optics, but approximations are found in cases such as the spherical boundary. The analog of a sphere-seen as the phase front far from a point source in a free space-of radius r is the ellipse z 2 + ͑x /2c͒ 2 = r 2 . In the paraxial limit, a ray coming along Z from an input free space ͑c in =1͒ into such an ellipse with a higher c ͑c ellipse Ͼ 1͒ is focused at the distance r / ͓c ellipse ͑c ellipse − c in ͔͒ from the entrance [ Fig. 1(c) ]. Combinations of elliptical boundaries act roughly like their lens analogs and can focus a parallel beam or image a point source [ Figs. 1(d)  and 1(e) ]. The set of rules and C-patterns we outline then build all the functions of refractive optics (redirecting, focusing, imaging, etc.) in the discrete guided regime.
A complete discrete photonics world should involve also functions such as confining or routing light and C-patterns acting as resonators or metamaterials. In this domain the modal approach is preferred. For a longitudinal C-pattern, null boundary conditions in a finite but large box yield the modes a m ͑z͒ = b m e ik z z and their density (DOM). The ͕b m ͖ and k z are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix, whose only nonzero elements are two diagonals of c mn constants. For a finite free space, cosineshaped modes have close-packed equidistant k x , which index k z eigenvalues. This fine sampling of the k z ͑k x ͒ relation of the infinite array connects the modal approach to the ray approach. The DOM Ϸ͑2͒ −1 ͑1−k z 2 /4͒ −1/2 modes/waveguide/k z is similar to the one of any 1D chain.
We exemplify modes of C-patterns with the channel, a longitudinal high-C stripe surrounded by low-C free spaces (barriers), a design close to the threelayer waveguide array [13] (Ϸoptical waveguide, see Fig. 2 ). Its DOM involves a quasi-continuum of extended modes, plus a few discrete modes in the channel band, spatially localized in the channel but extending into the barriers with a decay lengthӍ L. Simple C-patterning then leads to mode discretization and confinement: we have confirmed experimentally that channels form superwaveguides for an FB wave packet [15] . We also demonstrate a simple case of metamaterial, the periodic stack (ϷBragg stack, photonic bandgap structure, see Fig. 2 ). Here C-patterning periodization recreates (mini)bands with a free-space-like DOM and frees again the FB waves. Such meta-free spaces allow to tailor or suppress divergence in any desired direction at a miniband inflexion point. Figure 2 (f) also shows how the DOM governs the transmission: T͑k͒ minima correspond to low-DOM regions, here minigaps.
Finally, we demonstrate how such C-patterns benefit to light processing schemes, with the example of the double tunnel barrier [Ϸtransphaser, Fig. 3(a) ]. Rays passing through this pattern probe the confined modes, showing narrow transmission peaks with high contrasts [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Then, shifting the modes, e.g., through a positive Kerr nonlinearity, may deeply modulate the probe transmission. Depending on the input k z , inverting, noninverting, or XOR gates are designed through a semi-quantitative model [ Fig.  3(c) ], including an extra term i͉a pm ͉ 2 a m in Eq. (1). a pm is the reduced amplitude of the pump, and is the pump power in C channel / ␥ units, with ␥ the nonlinear coefficient of the waveguide. Assuming uniform pumping in the N waveguides of the channel at a moderate intensity (presoliton regime), the confined k z are merely rigidly shifted by / N (ϷStark shift), and pumping corresponds to the exploration of the T͑k z ͒ curve. With respect to free-space solitonbased devices [5] , C-patterning offers its resonant configuration, and the suppression of pump divergence, at the expense of reconfigurability. This allows operation below the threshold of soliton formation in nonpatterned arrays ͑ Ӎ 2͒, and actually thresholdless operation.
In conclusion, patterning the coupling constant C of an array of coupled waveguides opens extended ways of controlling FB waves. All effects of usual optics are reproduced, plus original features such as nondivergent beams, negative or multiple refraction, or unlimited C gradients. The envisioned configurations-metamaterials, all-optical processing functions-combine the best of two worlds: the control of propagation in the guided regime with the flexibility of design in free space. Finally, just as electronic like behaviors and device functions in optics have been gathered under the term "photonics," we suggest here for "discrete photonics in waveguide arrays" the shorter and more evocative "guidonics." 
